
1. DAVIE GOLF CLUB
The course’s yardage is between 4,900 and nearly 6,400,

depending on which tees you play from. Like nearly all of Florida’s

golf destinations,

2. BERGERON RODEO GROUNDS
For more than four decades, the Bergeron Rodeo Grounds in

Davie has held annual rodeo events that feature a wide

variety of family-friendly activities..

3. THE SEMINOLE HARD ROCK & CASINO

From live entertainment and premium shopping venues to

world-class clubs and restaurants, there’s usually a little

something for everyone.

4. FLAMINGO GARDENS

The garden’s entrance is on Flamingo Road in Davie. Though

parking is free, park admission isn’t, and they’re closed on

most national and state holidays

5. BILLIE SWAMP SAFARI

There’s no better way to explore swamps like the Everglades than

by airboat.They’re loud, powerful, and exhilarating machines that

skim over shallow water and submerged grass that would stop

traditional boats in their tracks.
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6. OLD DAVIE SCHOOL MUSEUM
The school building has been renovated over the years but still

retains its authentic architectural elements; in many ways, it’s like

a snapshot into the past.

7. TREE TOPS PARK

Davie’s Tree Tops Park was once a dairy farm, and had it not

been for a group of determined citizens, it would’ve been

turned into yet another golf course nearly four decades ago.

8. LONG KEY NATURAL AREA & CENTER

The indoor sections are full of interactive exhibits that delve

into the worlds of plants, animals, history, and culture, with a

focus on the Native American people that called the rugged

swamps home for generations.

9. BUTTERFLY PAVILION AT FLAMINGO

Located on Flamingo Road in Davie, Flamingo Road Nursery is

part botanical garden, part traditional nursery, and part live

entertainment venue.

10. BUEHLER PLANETARIUM

Offering visitors a variety of free and inexpensive ways to view

and explore the cosmos, the Buehler Planetarium and

Observatory is the perfect place to spend a few hours, especially

for families traveling with children.
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The Young Art Museum in Davie packs a big punch when it comes

to kid-friendly activities designed to engage, educate, and

entertain little ones.

Located just off Route 84 and Interstate 95 outside of town, it

is full of a variety of trails leading through unique areas of

forest and river.

Located on SW 112th Avenue in Davie, Happy Pony World is a

truly unique local business that provides a variety of

alternative therapy and recreation options, all of which utilize

horses and ponies.

The Anne Kolb Nature Center is located on Sheridan Street in

nearby Hollywood and is one of the area’s premier

destinations for those interested in learning about the

fascinating plants and animals that call South Florida home.

Located along Fort Lauderdale’s trendy and picturesque

Riverwalk, the Revolution Live Sunday Jazz Brunch takes place on

the first Sunday of the month and includes an idyllic setting and

plenty of smooth jazz performed by local musicians.
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11. YOUNG ART MUSEUM

12. SECRET WOODS NATURE CENTER

13. HAPPY PONY WORLD

14. ANNE KOLB NATURE CENTER

15. REVOLUTION LIVE SUNDAY JAZZ BRUNCH


